ISRPA LORENZEN JUNIOR RIFLE
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2020
The registration fees for in state programs will
be matched by IYSSF for a deposit to your
MidwayUSA Foundation Trust (*Teams with a
MidwayUSA Foundation account in good standing)
Special thanks to the Indiana Youth Shooting Sports Foundation
This matching opportunity is available because of their vision and hard work.
IYSSF has allocated up to $6,000 to match registration fees from in state
programs with accounts in good standing. We expect the match to be 1:1 but it will
be dependent upon the number of participants and the number of organizations with
accounts in good standing. Once registration is complete I will submit a spreadsheet to
IYSSF letting them know what each group has paid. IYSSF will then deposit a check
equal to the amount paid in registration fees to each group's MidwayUSA Foundation
account. Below is an example.
Team
IYSSF Contribution to the
Registration Team's MidwayUSA Foundation
Fees
Account.
Team A*
$500
$500
Team B*
$125
$125
Team C*
$400
$400
Team D*
$1,000
$1,000
Team E*
$1,735
$1,735
Team F*
$180
$180
Team G*
$60
$60
Total
$4,000
$4,000
*Indiana Team with MidwayUSA Account in good standing.
*If registrations are more than $6000 the match will be less than 1:1.

Indiana recently received recognition from MidwayUSA Foundation for being the state
with the highest percentage of accounts in good standing in 2019, 97%. Many thanks
to the rifle groups that have been working with me to accomplish this. Many of
you took a leap of faith and are now reaping those rewards. Many people thought I was
a little crazy when I first began telling them about this program but are now happy they
believed in it. If you don’t already know, 75% of the money in The X Count's account
has come from the Potterfield family and we are hugely grateful to have already
received more money back than we invested locally.

The Potterfields through MidwayUSA Foundation encourage Teams to
have some vision for long term sustainability.
*Your MidwayUSA Foundation Account can lay the groundwork for your team for
the future. If you are not already aware, there are FREE promotional products (mostly
guns, blades, and optics) available for your team to raise funds. Once you conduct your
fundraiser, the Foundation recommends that you send a certain amount back to your
Foundation account but you may keep the rest of the money locally for team’s current
needs. In addition, the Indiana Youth Shooting Sports Foundation will sponsor two
raffles in 2020. IYSSF does all the work of obtaining the raffle items, permit, tickets, etc.
Teams only have to take the number of tickets they think they can sell. In 2020 Teams
will keep half the ticket amount for themselves and return half to IYSSF. IYSSF will
then match the ticket amount for that team’s MidwayUSA Endowment Account. Details
will be available mid-February.
The Potterfield family wants programs to have a source of revenue for decades to
come. They are true philanthropists who feel that the only way to preserve our freedom
is by insuring that the youth are participating in shooting sports. They are also very
savvy businessmen. I have had the pleasure of talking with both Larry and Brenda on
multiple occasions. They are humble and kind. They truly care about the future of
youth shooting sports.
We are working on both the state and national level to allow our out of state participants
to benefit from this program. We will keep you up to date if this changes. Due to
specification of the funds allocated to the IYSSF, funds can only be contributed to the
MidwayUSA Foundation account of the team. Funds will not be sent directly to the
team.
Let the questions roll in!!!
260-437-3860
Diane K. Rice
Vice President, Business and Range Operations
The X Count
The Future of Youth Shooting Sports
*Shooters/teams without a MidwayUSA Foundation Account in good standing will not receive
matching funds.

